Can translated language really be analysed based on published texts, given the many agents that may infl uence the translator's work before publication? This article seeks to address this question through a parallel corpus study of English business articles, their German translation manuscripts and the published German translations. The objects of study are passive voice constructions. I analyse the frequency of instances where translators used the active voice to translate verbs that are in passive voice in the source text (and vice versa), and whether editors maintained that construction or intervened to change it again. The study fi nds that translators use the passive voice extensively to translate active voice constructions. Editors intervene often to change such constructions back to active voice. This suggests that translators mainly passivise while editors mainly activise constructions. The tense used in the source text is shown to have an effect on whether these interventions take place or not. The article argues that there is a difference between what translated language actually is and what we fi nd in published texts.
INTRODUCTION
In linguistic studies of translation or translated language, we usually attribute what we observe to translators. We consider translated (written) language to be represented by what we find in published sources such as novels, magazines or newspapers. In this way, we often forget that the language we find in the published product has been influenced by a host of other agents that are involved in the production of a translation. Toury noted that if it is only pairs of target vs. source texts that are available for study, there is no way of knowing how many different persons were actually involved in the establishment of a translation playing how many different roles. Whatever the number, the common practice has been to collapse all of them into one person and have that conjoined entity regarded as "the translator". (Toury 1995:183) One of the first to propose the study of those intermediate steps in translation production was Hartmann (1981:206) . He proposed "multiphase comparisons", analyses of "successive stages" of "individual attempts" at translations. In particular, he studied changes to a passage of the English translation of Erich Maria Remarque's Im Westen nichts Neues through its various stages from manuscript via proof to the pre-print stage (Hartmann 1980 (Hartmann :109, 1981 .
Similarly, Baker (1993:247) discusses the "question of the intermediate stages of translation, or how the final product evolves over a period of time". She suggests to use corpora to study that evolution, as "access to this type of text in electronic form can be used to explore the process of translation through a retrospective analysis of successive versions of the product" (Baker 1993:247) . Most studies, however, draw on published material only, which may yield an incomplete view of translated language because we know nothing about the influence of intermediate agents. I therefore intent to apply the above insights to corpusbased translation studies and would argue that translated language cannot fully be described by drawing exclusively on published texts.
The influence of editors on literary works has met with some interest recently. Harvey (2003) investigates different ideologies and understandings of the homosexual that compete in the bindings of three 1970s gay fictional texts translated from English to French. He concludes that "in-house editorial policies make it dangerous to assume that the translator as individual […] is singly responsible for textual outcomes even in the main body of the text" (Harvey 2003:69) . There is an extensive study by Manenti (2010) on the role of editors in shaping the reception of the Journal of Katherine Mansfield, and Eve (2016) analyses content differences through different editorial policies in the US and UK editions of David Mitchell's Cloud Atlas. A range of similar studies aiming to differentiate the voice of the author from that of the editor is presented in Jansen and Wegener (2013) . Studies of literary translation discuss the use of translation drafts in translation criticism (Filippakopoulou 2008) . Munday (2013) proposes the use of manuscripts to investigate decision-making in translation, arguing that "unpublished primary sources preceding and building to the [target text] itself" are a "valuable window into the working practice of a translator" (Munday 2013:126) .
Across Languages and Cultures 20 (1) (2019) Sinner (2012) studies fictive dialogue in a corpus of 26 romance novels published between 2003 and 2009. The corpus consists of English source texts, their German manuscript translations as well as the published translations (Sinner 2012:136) . He notes significant editorial interventions in the translations concerning terms of address and the explicitness of the language. Editors strictly enforce the publishers' guidelines, at times to such an extent that makes style seem more important than correctness. For instance, editors demand that terms of address such as titles be maintained although they might appear unnatural in the German text (Sinner 2012:126) . Editors also eliminate swear words and sexual references, even where translators had already toned them down, so that the dialogue, "especially in sex scenes, is far from representing credible orality" (Sinner 2012:133) .
Beyond this, studies of the linguistic influence of editors on translated texts, however, are rare. An important study was conducted by Kruger (2012) , who investigates differences in the mediation effect between translated and edited language. She finds that "editors introduce collocational variety" whereas translators use "explicit and standardised language" (Kruger 2012:382) . McDonough Dolmaya (2015) studies the revision history of 94 translated Wikipedia articles. She finds that content issues such as omissions were "rarely corrected", whereas linguistic issues were eventually resolved, "given enough edits" (McDonough Dolmaya 2015:29) . In a separate study (Bisiada 2016:367) , I have found that sentence splitting is not exclusive to particular translation directions, but also happens in translations from English to German, and editors split sentences almost as frequently as translators.
In a study of English novels translated to Hungarian, Robin (2014) finds that editors perform explicitating and implicitating operations independently of translators. The number of such independent activities "exceeds that of the modifications of transfer operations" (Robin 2014:573) , from which she concludes that these phenomena might primarily enter the text at the editorial stage rather than at the translation stage. In a related study of translation universals, I have found that the texts only really show a difference in terms of simplification, so that editing in that corpus seems to be largely a simplifying activity, with editors trying to make the text more comprehensible (Bisiada 2017c ).
This article is part of a larger project of editorial intervention in German business articles that seeks to promote greater awareness and inclusion of manuscript corpora in translation studies (Bisiada 2018) . I have previously reported on an analysis of editorial influence on nominalisations (Bisiada 2017a ) and explored possible motivations for this (Bisiada 2017b) .
It is the aim of this article to contribute a study of editorial influence on translated language by comparing the language in a corpus of translation manuscripts with that in a corpus of those same translations in their final, published form. The object of study in this article is the passive voice, more specifically changes made by translators and editors to active and passive sentences in the text they encounter. The role of the passive in translation into German is the focus of Section 2, where I discuss English-German contrasts in this regard (Section 2.1.) and the effect of the passive voice on discourse processing issues (Section 2.2.). In Section 3, I outline the method and describe the corpus of the study. The main analysis and discussion are presented in Section 4, followed by a conclusion (Section 5).
PASSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN GERMAN TRANSLATION

Contrasts between English and German in the Voice System
In the system of voice, German and English clauses both show a contrast between "operative" and "receptive" (Teich 2003:90-96; Halliday and Matthiessen 2004:182) , generally referred to as "active" and "passive". While the contrast does not affect the experiential meaning of the clauses, it changes the mapping of the roles of Actor, Process and Goal "onto the interpersonal functions in the modal structure of the clause" (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004:182) . In English active constructions, the Actor is mapped onto the subject and is thus given modal responsibility as well as being the Theme of the sentence. In passive constructions, on the other hand, it is the Goal that is mapped on to the Subject, so it is assigned modal responsibility and it is also the Theme in the "unmarked" case; and the Actor has the status of an Adjunct within the Rheme of the clause and, as an Adjunct, it may in fact be left out. (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004:182) In the case of German, the main function of the voice system is "to make available a potential for varying the mappings of syntactic functions and participant roles" (Teich 2003:90-91) . As in English, this variation allows for non-Actors such as the Beneficiary, the Medium or the Range to become the Theme of the sentence (Teich 2003:91 ; for an explanation of the different participant roles, see Halliday and Matthiessen 2004:292-296) .
There is a contrast between English and German in the participant roles. While in English any kind of participant role can become the subject (Teich 2003:96) , German allows only participant roles that have the function of direct object in active voice to become the subject in a passive construction. Constructions with the auxiliary verbs bekommen and kriegen may form exceptions to this rule, but König and Gast (2012:159) argue that such constructions "belong more to informal, spoken German than to the written language". The greater flexibility of English in this respect allows for constructions such as the one in example (1). 1 The sentence is a passive construction with the beneficiary employees as the subject, which would be the indirect object in an active version of this sentence. For the translation to German (shown on the left in this and all examples that follow), where only direct objects can be subjects of passive sentences, the translator chose to retain the sentence in passive voice and introduced an empty subject (see Zifonun, Hoffmann and Strecker 1997:1082; Hentschel and Weydt 2013:322-328) . The editor then changed the sentence both grammatically and lexically and turned it into an active construction (the published translation is shown on the right in all examples in this article).
(1)
During their initial training, employees are given the freedom to make judgment calls. (HBR 6/08,96)
In Teich (2003:96) further argues that voice in English fulfills the experiential, textual and interpersonal metafunction to an equal extent, whereas in German it primarily fulfills a textual function. At the same time, German has a greater diversity of Theme options (Teich 2003:119) , largely due to freer word order through case markings (Kunz 2010:164) , so language users can resort to means other than the passive to control Theme-Rheme organisation.
While the contrasts discussed above may to some extent discourage the use of the passive voice in German translation, there are also some factors that encourage its use. Among them is a semantic restriction of Agents acting as subjects to "animate and conscious participants" (Kunz 2010:166; see also Teich 2003:97) , as shown in example (2).
(2) a. To solve such problems, plants have evolved two strategies which they superimpose upon photosynthesis. b. Zur Lösung solcher Probleme haben sich bei den Pflanzen zwei Mechanismen herausgebildet, von denen die Photosynthese überlagert wird.
['For the solution of this problem, two mechanisms have evolved in plants by which photosynthesis becomes overlaid/superimposed.'] 2
The above observation is confirmed by examples such as (3), where the source text subject companies is removed and the expression rendered as a passive. Nevertheless, translators seem to accept non-animate participants at least with some verbs. In the business genre, personification seems to be acceptable for entities such as board or company. Example (4) from my corpus is very similar to (2), but here the subject is Firmen ('firms') even though it is strictly speaking not animate or conscious. This suggests at least that the differentiation between which Agents may and may not act as subjects in German (and with which verbs) is not always clear.
(3) Having articulated the value proposition for both the customer and the business, companies must then consider the key resources and processes needed to deliver that value. (HBR 12/08,50) ['For the solution of this problem, some firms put their trust in a system in which employees rate the customer information added by their colleagues.']
['To solve this problem, some firms put their trust in a system in which employees rate the customer information added by their colleagues.']
Most style guides for both English and German have traditionally discouraged the use of the passive voice generally (Riggle 1998) , though more recent ones are less averted to it (Pinker 2014) . Using the passive voice may be preferable in order to achieve the desired Theme-Rheme texture (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004:232) . Biber and Conrad (2009:122) argue that the general advice of avoiding the passive voice is "misguided". They list several cases in which the passive may be the better choice, for instance where the subject of an active voice construction "would just be a vague group" of agents, so that a passive construction is "more economical and equally instructive" (Biber and Conrad 2009:123) .
Using the passive voice allows the object discussed by the sentence to be the subject, allowing readers "to skim quickly and see the main points by looking at the subject of each sentence" (Biber and Conrad 2009:123) , which helps reduce information density.
Discourse Processing Factors of the Passive
We have seen in the previous section that a major function of the passive is to allow the language user to vary the mappings of participant roles in order to allow non-Actors to become the Theme of a sentence. The functional components Theme and Rheme, which serve to structure discourse according to given and new information, are part of the textual metafunction in Systemic Functional
Linguistics (Eggins 2004:296; Halliday and Matthiessen 2004:30) , and so the voice system is seen as a textual metafunction (Caffarel, Martin and Matthiessen 2004:637; Bloor and Bloor 2013:110) . It may then be argued that manipulating the voice system by selecting active or passive constructions metaphorises the text. A passive construction would then be seen as a textual grammatical metaphor .
The notion of textual metaphor is a matter of debate. Its first mention in the literature by Martin (1992:416-417 ) did not provide a definition other than that it "construes text as 'material' social reality" by using particular words that "organise text, not field" (Martin 1992:416) . He mentions "text reference" devices, such as discourse anaphora, and "internal conjunction", such as for example and let me begin by as examples of such metaphorical realisations. It is not clear from those examples, however, why such constructions are "metaphorical realisations of conjunctive relations" (Martin 1992:416) , and so Martin's account remains rather cryptic (for some criticism, see Ravelli 2003:56 ; see also He 2013:310-311) .
Later scholars have proposed various other structures to be cases of textual metaphor. Among them are pseudo-cleft and cleft structures because they need a "double transitivity analysis, one of the original wording and the other of a more congruent rewording" (Thompson 1996:176) . Specific adverbial and conjunction groups have also been suggested to count as textual metaphors (He, Yang and Wen 2015) .
A more elaborate account of the passive as metaphor is given by Lassen (2003) , who considers passive constructions with an inanimate agent cases of "textural 3 thematic metaphor". While he concedes that sentences with an animate agent may also be considered cases of interpersonal grammatical metaphor (Lassen 2003:42) , his main proposition is the notion of "textural metaphor", which refers to incongruent configurations of text organisation, such as the passive voice as well as compound nouns, ellipsis and non-finite clauses (Lassen 2003:43-44;  non-finite clauses are also argued to be textual metaphors by He 2013) .
The role of the textual function, in his view, is to "generate structuring rules that determine the order of constituents in the clause complex or the order of elements in the group complex" (Lassen 2003:43) , so that incongruency is caused by a decreased presence of such structuring rules. In the case of voice, using Halliday's terms (2004:297) , an incongruent realisation (that is, a passivisation) would have the Medium as the subject and not as the complement, or an Agent in a role other than the subject (Lassen 2003:46) . What makes such expressions metaphorical is "thematic tension caused by the fusion of Agency and Medium/ Subject features. In other words, where we might expect to find an Agent (in subject position), we find instead the Medium" (Lassen 2003:46) .
Using the passive voice, then, may metaphorise the text if the author creates a texture that exhibits a "marked information focus" (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004:232) . Whether this metaphorisation has an effect on comprehensibility and the ease of processing of the discourse in question is still subject to debate. While the question has been addressed by a sizeable amount of research, no conclusive picture has emerged (for an overview of early research, see Rhodes 1997) .
Early psycholinguistic work by Gough (1965 Gough ( , 1966 showed that active sentences are indeed processed faster than passive sentences. Adding the factor of negation to the setup, Slobin (1966) found that passive affirmative sentences are processed faster than active negative sentences. According to a study conducted by Tannenbaum and Williams (1968) , the passive voice increased the processing time only in sentences that were focussed on the agent. In a study of the comprehension of legal texts, Charrow and Charrow (1979) found that passive constructions do not seem to make comprehension more difficult, unless they occur in subordinate clauses. Those studies suggest that voice as a binary variable is not easy to isolate for investigation, as many other features may play a role.
More recent research also finds that passives and negatives increase processing difficulty (Gorin 2005) . In an investigation of the effect of specific text properties on reading times, Müller-Feldmeth et al. (2015) had 59 participants read 16 texts and used eye-tracking to measure their eye movements. They find that "[s] entences containing a passive are read longer than sentences without passives" (Müller-Feldmeth et al. 2015:251) , but do not enter into a discussion of how reading time and reading difficulty are interrelated.
METHODOLOGY
Resources to Express the Passive Voice in German
The different passive realisations depend lexico-semantically on whether they express states (Zifonun, Hoffmann and Strecker 1997 :1808 -1813 Teich 2003:91-92) , in which case the verb sein ('to be') is used as shown in example (5), or whether they express processes (Zifonun, Hoffmann and Strecker 1997 :1792 -1795 Durrell 2003:234) , in which case the verb werden ('to become') is used. That is shown in example (6), where the translator turned the active source text verb feed into a passive construction in the target text, which the editor maintained. ['These perceptions strengthen the emotions evoked by the event, and, in turn, the perception is also strengthened by these emotions.']
['These perceptions strengthen the emotions evoked by the event, and, in turn, the perception is also strengthened by these emotions.']
The difference between state and event passive is not always clear even for native speakers (Hentschel and Weydt 2013:117) , as the discrepancy between the translated and the edited version in example (7) shows. The translator used the verb sein, thus qualifying the construction as a state passive. The editor changed the verb to werden, so that the construction becomes an event passive.
Across Languages and Cultures 20 (1) (2019) Passives can also be classified according to the involvement of modality (Teich 2003:92; König and Gast 2012:161) . In such passive constructions, the verb sein ('to be') is used with a modal infinitive phrase, which achieves a type of modality that is "ambiguous between possibility and obligation" (Teich 2003:92) . Example (3) above shows such a case of ambiguity. The translator has used the modal infinitive to translate the verb must. The editor, perhaps dissatisfied with the ambiguity, changed the construction to a proper passive and added the auxiliary sollte ('should') to clarify the modality. Another commonly used passive has been termed "bene-receptive passive" (Teich 2003:92; Eisenberg et al. 2013:133; Hentschel and Weydt 2013:120) or "bekommen passive" (Helbig and Buscha 2011:167; Zifonun, Hoffmann and Strecker 1997:1824) , because it is formed with bekommen, kriegen or erhalten ('to get', 'to receive'; see example (8)). This form has long been used in spoken German and has recently grammaticalised (Askedal 2005:221) . Some evidence suggests that it may also to an increasing extent be found in written German (Denter 2013:62 ['"My eleven-year-old daughter asked me what 'stairway to heaven' means", said Veronica, "and then she asked me if she will be given such a stairway to heaven for Christmas."']
['"My eleven-year-old daughter asked me what 'stairway to heaven' means", said Veronica, "and then she asked me if she will be given such a stairway to heaven for Christmas."']
In addition to those "true" passives, there are some alternatives that achieve a similar function. These passive alternatives are used increasingly frequently in professional and scientific discourse by authors who seek to avoid using the passive voice but still want to keep the language economical (see Gang 1997) . These alternatives are the impersonal construction man ('one') (Zifonun, Hoffmann and Strecker 1997:1838; Hentschel and Weydt 2013:237; Gast 2015) and the modal passive, which features a combination of lassen ('to let') and a reflexive verb (König and Gast 2012:162; Zifonun, Hoffmann and Strecker 1997:1792; Hentschel and Weydt 2013:123) , as shown in example (9). That construction achieves the same effect as the passive without "chang[ing] the morphological properties of the underlying predicate" (Steinbach 2002:1) . Passive alternatives will not be analysed here because I have analysed these important items (Bisiada 2017c:256−258 
Corpus and Procedure
This study draws on a tripartite parallel corpus "in which two or more components are aligned, that is, are subdivided into compositional and sequential units (of differing extent and nature) which are linked and can thus be retrieved as […] triplets" (Fantinuoli and Zanettin 2015:4) . A translation corpus of English source texts and their German translations is complemented by a corpus of the manuscripts of those translations (see Table 1 ). All texts date from 2006 to 2011. The manuscripts were sent to the publisher by the translation company Rheinschrift 4 and thus represent translated language before editors worked on it. The texts were translated by seven different translators, according to the translation agency, and then edited by three different in-house editors, according to the editor-in-chief at the Harvard Business Manager. As these were the only manuscripts available, the corpora could not be bigger in size, but due to the large amount of editorial changes effected I believe that they still provide a meaningful picture of the editorial activity at this magazine. The analysis conducted here consists of two steps. First, the two German subcorpora are each analysed for passive constructions through a search for the lemmas werden and sein and a manual analysis to filter out non-passive constructions. The corresponding construction in the respective other subcorpus is then noted. This method observes discrepancies between manuscript and published translations. Where the content that is expressed as a passive in one of the corpora is omitted in one of the other corpora, the triplet was excluded from the analysis.
In the second step, the subcorpus of English texts is analysed for English passives in order to also discover cases where such passive constructions were turned into active constructions by the translator and maintained as such by the editor. The English passive constructions were found by searching for participles and the lemma be among the words preceding it. This two-step procedure will yield results as to translators' and editors' treatment of passive forms at the respective steps in the translation production.
ANALYSIS OF METAPHORISATION PATTERNS
In roughly a quarter of cases containing a passive construction in this corpus, the use of the passive voice has not been affected by either translator or editor, a pattern I refer to as "PPP". The most common metaphorisation pattern is that a translator renders an active verb in the source text using the passive voice in the target text and the editor maintains this choice ("APP"). This pattern is shown in examples (6), (3) and (8) above. A related pattern, where the source text has a noun that translators have turned into a passive verb and which the editor has kept ("NPP"), as in example (10), can also be observed commonly. ['In the following example, a piece of software had to be developed for a client within a firm deadline.']
['In the following example, a piece of software had to be developed for a client within a firm deadline.'] While editors often maintain the translators' passive rendering of an active verb in the source text, they do not by any means always do so. More than one in three times, they intervene by changing the passive construction in the manuscript back to an active construction, reflecting the source text ("APA", see example 11).
(11) In an office, people generally deem a space to be a comfortable, natural place to interact only if company culture, reinforced by management, designates it as such. (HBR 7/11, 102) In As stated above, where the source text has a passive construction and the translator also used a passive voice, editors do not intervene in the majority of cases. However, in one in six cases, editors activise those constructions ("PPA"), which can be seen in example (1) above. There are also cases where editors have passivised a construction where the translator maintained the active voice from the source text ("AAP"), as in example (12).
(12) They give narrowly defined objectives to some but not all units and don't put enough thought into how the individual units' strategies will support the overarching strategy of the business. Activisations on the part of the translator ("PAA"), as in example (13), are not as common as passivisations.
(13) The notion arose from the experienced gamers on our research team, who were puzzled by our initial preoccupation with the individual qualities of game leaders. (HBR 5/08,58) The overall results of the analysis are presented in Table 2 . Translators have turned 489 constructions that were active in the source text into passive voice (APP and APA), but only 99 passive constructions into active (PAA and PAP) or nominal (PNN and PNP) constructions. This may show that, despite the criticism that has been levelled at it by scholars of text production (see Section 2.2.), the passive voice is still frequently used in German translations, at least in this genre. Editors, though, seem to be less in favour of passive constructions, which would be explained by reference to the house style of the Harvard Business Manager that tells authors to "avoid the passive voice". More than a third of translators' passivisations of active constructions have been re-activised by editors (189 out of 489 instances), and editors activise almost as many forms (47 instances) as translators (57 instances). They turn fewer constructions into passive (34 passivisations by editors as opposed to 549 by translators), and re-passivisations (PAP and PNP) are also rare (7 instances together).
There seem to be differences, then, in the principles guiding the linguistic activities of translating and editing, which argue that, while both translating and editing may be considered forms of mediated discourse as proposed by Ulrych and Murphy (2008:150), they do seem to be fundamentally different linguistic activities. In the present case, there may be a difference between faithfulness to the source text, which may prompt translators to maintain the passive voice, and considerations of readability, leading editors to change the manuscript and remove some passive voice constructions.
To elicit possible motivations that inform editors' and translators' decisions to passivise or activise, I have analysed the tense of the constructions in order to find out if editors and translators are more likely to passivise or activise depending on whether the construction is in present or past tense. The result is shown in Table 3 . Statistical significance has been ascertained by calculating the significance of the difference between the two independent proportions, expressed by a z-ratio, which has a two-tailed probability associated with it (Cantos Gómez 2013:83). The alpha level of statistical significance chosen here is 0.01. As noted above, editors engage more in activisation than in passivisation. Their decision as to which constructions to activise or passivise, however, does not seem to depend on whether the construction is in present or past tense. For translators, on the other hand, that distinction does seem to play a role. There are significantly more passivised constructions that are in present tense than in past tense (z = 4.575, p < 0.01). Thus, translators seem to be more likely to render an active construction in the source text as a passive construction if the construction is in present tense. At the same time, when translators do translate passive constructions as active ones, they tend to activise those in past tense significantly more frequently than those in present tense (z = −4.883, p < 0.01). What makes a language user decide to use passive or active voice has not been studied to a significant extent, simply because it is hard to elicit by empirical methods. From the present findings, it seems that the passive voice is more acceptable to German translators in this genre in present tense expressions. This may just be coincidental, or there may be some motivations behind it. There seem to be factors that translators consider beyond the faithfulness to the source text, although the precise reasons for this phenomenon are unclear and demand further quantitative and qualitative research into translator decision-making with reference to the voice system of their language. Future studies drawing on corpora tagged for animate and conscious subjects, for instance, might test the contrasts discussed in Section 2.1. to find out, for instance, whether animate and conscious participants as subjects trigger the use of the passive voice.
CONCLUSION
In this article, I have analysed the treatment of passive constructions by translators and editors in the translation production process. To this effect, I have compared manuscripts and published versions of German translations of English business articles. I have found that translators render a large amount of active constructions as passive constructions in their translations, making such passivisations more common in translated language than the reverse phenomenon, activisation. Editors, on the other hand, intervene in more than one third of cases to change the constructions back into active voice. They also activise constructions that the translators left in the passive voice. Thus, editing is marked more by activisation than passivisation.
A qualitative follow-up analysis has revealed that the tense of the verb plays a role, in that translators are more likely to accept passive sentences when they are in the present tense. Past tense verbs are less likely to be passivised when they are in the active voice in the source text, and are activised more often when the source text has them in passive voice.
This study has sought to promote a differentiated view of the translation (production) process by shedding light on what happens to a document between translation and publication. The benefit of this type of research for corpus-based translation studies is that it shows the actual language of translation, i.e. before it undergoes the influence of editors. That language has been shown to differ significantly, at least with respect to passive use, from what we find in published texts. The degree of passive use that we observe in actual translated language is significantly higher than that which we would observe in published translations. Thus, ignoring the influence of editors on the text may provide us with a heavily distorted picture of translated language.
